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Abstract— This paper describes a study on the optimal location of 

a resistive superconducting fault current limiter (SFCL) applied 

to an electric power grid. Fault current levels and power flow 

patterns are influenced by the presence of distributed generations 

(DGs) in an electric power system. The change in the fault 

current levels caused by DG installation may require a change in 

the coordination of relays to prevent their disoperation. When 

DGs are installed in an electric power system, SFCLs can be used 

to help reduce the fault currents within the breaking capacity of 

the protective devices. In this paper, multiple-criteria such as 

fault current reduction, number of SFCLs, and the total 

operating time of the relays are considered with genetic 

algorithm (GA) in order to determine the optimal placement of 

SFCLs for protection of an electric power system with DGs. Also 

GA based approach is used to solve the multi-criteria SFCL 

placement problem. The IEEE 14 bus test system is used to 

evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method with the case 

studies based on time-domain simulation. Numerical simulations 

are also carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
proposed approach. 

Keywords- Superconducting Fault Current Limiters (SFCL)-

Distributed generation (DG), relay coordination, superconducting 

electric power, genetic algorithm (GA). 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Today, the increase of power generation by utilities due to 
growing power demand can cause a high-level fault current 
during a contingency in a power system. This fault current may 
exceed the rating of existing protective devices such as circuit 

breakers. Until now, many devices such as split-bus bars, 
transformers with higher impedance, and fuses have been used 
in industry to reduce the peak value of fault currents. In 
particular, the change in the fault current levels caused by DGs 
may require new protective devices with higher breaking 
capacities and/or modification of the relay coordination to 
prevent disoperation of the relays. Various methods such as the 
disconnection of all DGs in the event of a power system fault, 
the use of fault current limiters (FCLs) [1], and the use of an 
adaptive relay [2] have been proposed to solve the problems 
caused by DGs. In the past several years, there has been 
growing interest in the use of superconducting fault current 
limiters (SFCLs) [3]–[5] as an alternative to FCLs to limit the 
fault current in the event of a power system fault. 

When DGs are installed in an electric power system, 
SFCLs can be used to help reduce fault currents to within the 
breaking capacity of the protective devices. However, it is not 
economically desirable to place expensive SFCLs for 
individual DGs to be installed. Several methods have been 
developed for determining the optimal placement of SFCLs in 
an electric power system. Some of the criteria used for 
determining the optimal placement of SFCLs include the total 
SFCL capacity [6], sensitivity [7], and fault current reduction 
[8]. In addition, the operation of relays needs to be considered 
along with these criteria when determining the optimal 
placement of SFCLs for protection of an electric power system 
with DGs. Therefore, this optimal placement of SFCLs needs 
to be formulated as a multiple-attribute decision-making 
(MADM) [9] problem. 
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In order to solve MADM problems, it is necessary to 

identify the appropriate weight for each criterion. In general, 
the weighting methods used to find the appropriate weight for 
each criterion can be divided into two categories: subjective 
methods and objective methods. An objective method such as 
an entropy measure (EM)-based weighting method [10] is 
more commonly used for determining the appropriate weight 
for each criterion, since there is difficulty in obtaining reliable 
weights with a subjective method. 

SFCL

SFCL

SFCL

SFCL

SFCL

SFCL

 

Figure 1.  Operation scheme of hybrid SFCL and candidate sites for 

installation. 

This paper presents a scenario optimization based approach 
for determining the number and locations of SFCLs for 
protection of an electric power system with DGs. Multiple 
criteria such as the number of SFCLs, fault current reduction, 
and the total operating time of relays are considered. A 
scenario optimization [11] is used to handle the multi-criteria 
SFCL placement problem, and an EM-based method is also 
used to select the weight for each criterion. 

II. GENETIC ALGORITHM  

Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a novel optimal algorithm based 
on Darwin’s evolution thought. It emulates the rules of 
biological evolutionary process, such as reproduction, gene 
mutation, and natural selection, etc [7]. As a mathematic model 
of evolution, GA is of its special efficacy on the searching and 
optimizing problems which have huge solution spaces.  

GA is composed of populations of strings, or chromosomes 
and three evolutionary operators: selection, crossover, and 
mutation. The chromosomes may be binary coded. Each 
chromosome is an encoding of a solution to the problem at 
hand representing an electric connection scheme here [12]. 

III. MULTI-CRITERIA SFCL PLACEMENT PROBLEM 

A. Placement of SFCLs in an Electric Power System 

While various SFCLs such as resistive SFCLs [13], hybrid 
resistive SFCLs [14], and inductive SFCLs [15] have been 
developed, hybrid resistive SFCLs are considered in this study. 
The operation scheme of a hybrid resistive SFCL is illustrated 
in Fig. 1. The load current is less than the critical current 
during normal operation, when switch S1 is open and switch 
S2 is closed. In this state, the load current flows through the 
high-temperature superconductor, which is in a 
superconducting state. On the other hand, when a fault occurs, 
switch S1 is closed and switch S2 is open, and the fault current 
flows through the current-limiting resistor, which has a higher 
impedance. 

The candidate sites for installing SFCLs in an electric 
power system need to be determined first. In this paper, all 
possible locations are considered as candidate sites for 
installing a SFCL, as shown in Fig. 1. These include the high-
voltage (HV) side of the system, the DG, or the line. In order to 
reduce the fault current levels throughout the system, a SFCL 
could be located on the HV side of the system or at the DGs. It 
is also possible to install an SFCL on a line near a bus to 
reduce the fault current to lower than the breaking capacity of 
the protective devices on the line. 

B. Multi-Criteria SFCL Placement Problem Formulation 

The addition of DGs to a power system can increase the 
fault current levels and thereby affect the relay coordination. 
The increase in the maximum fault current due to the presence 
of new DGs may make new protective devices with higher 
breaking capacities necessary. In addition, modification of the 
relay coordination may also be required, since the changes in 
the fault current patterns caused by the DGs can affect the relay 
coordination. The strategic placement of SFCLs can help 
reduce the maximum fault current to within the breaking 
capacity of the protective devices. However, the SFCL 
placement can also have an impact on the relay coordination by 
altering the fault currents. Therefore, a new relay coordination 
is needed after the placement of SFCLs to prevent any 
disoperation of the relays due to the DGs. 

In this paper, the total operating time of the primary relays 
is considered in determining the optimal placement of SFCLs 
for protection of an electric power system with DGs. 
Furthermore, it is also necessary to optimize the number of 
SFCLs to be installed, since the installation and operation costs 
of SFCLs increase with the number of SFCLs. Hence, other 
criteria such as the number of SFCLs and the fault current 
reduction also need to be considered simultaneously. 

In this study, the multi-criteria SFCL placement problem is 
decomposed into a scenario sub-problem and a tracking 
problem. Then, scenario optimization is applied to obtain a 
solution to the scenario sub problem for all scenarios and to 
solve the tracking problem to determine the best scenario. In 
this subsection, the scenario sub problem and tracking problem 
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for the optimal placement of SFCLs are formulated as the 
following (1)–(10). 

1) Scenario Subproblem-Overcurrent Relay Coordination: 

a) Objective function: 

The overall operating time of the primary relays varies 
depending on the placement of SFCLs. The objective function 
related to the total operating time of the primary relays, i.e., 

1
sZ , can be expressed as follows: 

1
1

NPR
s s

i
i

Minmize Z t



     (1) 

where NPR is the number of primary relays; and s
it  is the 

operating time of the i-th primary relay in scenario s. 

b) Overcurrent relay coordination constraint: 

i) Coordination Time Interval Requirement 

1

s s min
j,i i

s s
i iC

max,s
DC, SFCLf ,i

s
pickup,i

t t t

A
t B TDS ,

( M )

I ( Z Z )
M

I

  

 
  
  



   (2) 

where s
it  and s

j ,it  denote the operating time of the i-th 

primary relay and the j-th backup relay for the i-th primary 
relay in scenario s, respectively; Δtmin is the coordination time 
interval (CTI), which is usually assumed to be between 0.2s  
and 0.5s ; Is

pickup,i and TDSs
i are the pickup current and time dial 

setting of the i-th relay in scenario s, respectively; Imax,s
f,i 

(zDG,zSFCL) is the maximum fault current seen by the i-th relay 
incorporating the transient impedance zDG of the DG and the 
impedance zSFCL of the SFCL in scenario s; M is the ratio of 
maximum fault current to the pickup current; and A, B, and C 
are characteristic parameters of the relay 

ii) Pickup Current Limits of Relay Unit 
max,s s min

DG DG DC, SFCLload ,i pickup,i f ,i
I ( P ,Q ) I I ( Z Z )   (4) 

Where max,s
load ,i DG DGI ( P ,Q )  and min

f ,i DC, SFCLI ( Z Z )  are the 

maximum load current considering the active power output PDG 
and reactive power output QDG of the DG and minimum fault 
current through the i-th relay, respectively. 

iii) Time Dial Setting Limits of Relay Unit 
min s max
i i iTDS TDS TDS     (5) 

where TDSmin
i and TDSmax

i are the minimum and maximum 
time dial setting of the i-th relay, respectively. 

2) Tracking Problem-Optimal Placement of SFCLs: 

a) Objective functions: 

In addition to the total operating time of the primary relays, 
the number of SFCLs and the fault current reduction are also 

considered in finding the optimal placement of SFCLs as 
follows: 

i) Number of SFCLs to be Installed 

The objective function related to the number of SFCLs, i.e., 
Zs

2 , can be expressed as follows: 

2
s s

SFCLMinmize Z n   (6) 

where ns
SFCL is the number of installed SFCLs in scenario s. 

ii) Fault Current Reduction 

The objective function related to the reduction in average fault 

current due to the installation of SFCLs, i.e., Zs
3 , can be 

expressed as follows: 

3

1
s
f ,after DC, SFCLs

F f ,before DG

I ( Z Z )
Minmize Z

N I ( z )
    (7) 

where If,before(zDG) and Is
f,after(zDG,zSFCL) are the fault current 

before and after SFCL installation in scenario s, respectively, 

and NF is the number of elements in the set F of faults. 
Considering the multiple criteria in the SFCL placement 

problem, the combined objective function in the tracking 

problem can be formulated as follows: 

3 31 1 2 2

1 2 3

ss s

ss s s

s S s S s S

ZZ Z
Minmize y

Z Z Z
  

 
  

  
 
 
  

  (8) 

where w1, w2, and w3 are the weights assigned to the overall 

operating time of the relays, the number of SFCLs, and the 

fault current reduction, respectively; and ys is a binary variable 

that is 1 if scenario s is selected from the set S of scenarios as 

the best scenario and 0 otherwise. 

b) Breaking capacity of protective device constraint: 
max,s BC
f ,i DC, SFCL f ,iI ( Z Z ) I    (9) 

where IBC
f,i represents the breaking capacity of the protective 

device associated with the i-th relay. 

c) Scenario selection constraint: 

1s

s S

y


     (10) 

IV. MULTI-CRITERIA SFCL PLACEMENT METHOD 

USING SCENARIO OPTIMIZATION WITH ENTROPY 

MEASURE 

In order to solve the multi-criteria SFCL placement 
problem in Section II, it is necessary to identify the appropriate 
weight for each criterion. EM [7] is commonly adopted to 
determine the weight for each criterion and involves computing 
the entropy for the criterion and selecting the preferred feasible 
scenarios with the determined weights. For simplicity of 
notation, the following variable is defined to represent the 
different criteria of the SFCL placement problem: 
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  (11) 

where xs
b represents the value for the b-th criterion of the 

SFCL placement problem in scenario s. 

In this section, the EM-based method is proposed in 
conjunction with scenario optimization to sequentially solve 
the scenario subproblem and the tracking problem in the multi-
criteria SFCL placement problem by selecting the weight for 
each criterion. The procedures of the proposed method can be 
summarized as follows: 

i) Perform the load flow to obtain the maximum load current 

in a power system with DGs. 

ii) Create SFCL placement scenarios with various maximum 

numbers and locations of SFCLs. The number of scenarios 

m is given in (12): 

0

NSFCL
location

k

N
m

k


 
  

 
    (12) 

where NSFCL represents the maximum number of SFCLs; 

N locations denotes the number of candidate locations for 

the SFCLs to be installed; and k is the number of SFCLs to 

be installed in each scenario. 

iii) Calculate the near-end fault currents seen by the primary 

and backup relays for each scenario and the reduction in 
the average fault current. 

iv) To facilitate comparison of different criteria, perform 

normalization of all data in each scenario using 

1

1 2 3 4 2 3 4
s

s b
b m

s
b

s

x
P s , , , ,...m b , , ,...b

x


  


  (13) 

where P
s
b represents the normalized value for the b-th 

criterion; n is the total number of criteria; and m is the total 

number of scenarios. 

v) Determine weight wb for each criterion by calculating its 

entropy, i.e., Eb,using 

1

1
1 2 2 3

m
s s

b b b

s

E P log P , s , ,...m b , ,...n
log m



     (14) 

1

1
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   (15) 

vi) Reduce the number of scenarios to only the feasible 

scenarios within the lowest 10% as ranked using 
s

b bw P , s S      (16) 

vii) Solve the scenario subproblem, i.e., the overcurrent relay 

coordination problem, and then perform the EM method 

(iv and Step v) with the data for all criteria including the 

results obtained from the scenario subproblem. 

viii) Solve the tracking problem to determine the best 

scenario, i.e., the number and locations of SFCLs. If all 

scenarios are found to be infeasible in the tracking 

problem, extend the region of the feasible scenarios in 

the scenario subproblem, go back to the vii, and repeat 

the algorithm. 
 

 

Figure 2.  IEEE 14 bus test system 

 



V. NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS 

The proposed method is tested using the 14-bus IEEE test 
system, as shown in Fig. 2. In this study, the HV side of the test 
system is assumed to be a virtual generator with high capacity. 
The test system is protected by the directional overcurrent 
relays. The characteristics of the relays are selected on the basis 
of the IEEE standard for overcurrent relays [12]. In addition, 
the circuit breakers (CBs) are assumed to have a 16 kA 
breaking capacity. Two DGs with 10 MVA capacities are 
installed in the test system. They are connected to bus 1 and 
bus 2, respectively. A 22.9 kV, 630 A hybrid resistive SFCL is 
considered in this study. The critical current and resistance of 
the current-limiting resistor in the SFCL are assumed to be 16 
kA and 0.4 Ω, respectively. In addition, NSFCL is assumed to 
be four. The optimal number of SFCLs for Case II is found to 
be two, and the optimal locations are 4 and 9. On the other 
hand, it can be seen from Case II in Table I that the fault 
current is reduced to within the breaking capacity of CBs after 
two SFCLs are installed at the locations determined by the 
proposed method. These results show that the SFCL 
placements determined by the proposed method effectively 
reduce the increased fault current due to the presence of DGs to 
within the breaking capacity of the CBs. Table I also shows 
that the total operating time of the relays for Case II is longer 
than that for Case I when the existing settings of the relays are 
maintained. 

The presence of DGs results in an increased fault current in 
the test system. Cases with and without SFCLs installed are 
compared to show how the SFCL placement influences the 
fault currents and relay coordination. In this paper, Case I 
represents the case without installed SFCLs and without DGs, 
and Case II represents the case with SFCLs of 0.4 Ω installed 
as determined and without DGs, and Case III represents the 
case with SFCLs and DGs  by the proposed method. A three-
phase fault is applied in the test system. 

Table I shows the total operating time of the primary relays 
and the largest fault current on the line for the fault. It can be 
observed from Table I that the fault current in Case I exceeds 
the 17.18 kA breaking capacity of the CBs in the test system. 
The proposed SFCL placement method is applied to determine 
the number and best locations of the SFCLs for the test system 
with DGs.  

Fig. 3 shows a comparison of short circuit current for every 
relay obtained from Case I and Case II and Case III. As can be 
seen from Case I in Fig. 3, the directional overcurrent relays do 
not normally operate when the original relay setting of the test 
system without DGs is maintained for the test system with 
DGs. In fact, 3 relay pairs do not meet the CTI requirements. 
On the other hand, Case II in Fig. 3 shows that the relays 
satisfy the CTI requirements after two SFCLs are placed at the 
optimal locations and the modification of the relay coordination 
is performed capacity of the CBs.  

It can be concluded from these results that the SFCL 
placement determined by the proposed method can reduce the 
fault current to within the breaking capacity of the CBs while 
meeting the CTI requirements of the relays. 
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Figure 3.  Comparison of short circuit current for every relay obtained from 
Case I and Case II and Case III. 
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Figure 4.  Comparison of different time bettwen every reelay pair from Case 

I and Case II and Case III. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, multiple criteria such as the number of 
SFCLs, fault current reduction, and the total operating time of 
the relays are considered in determining the optimal placement 
of SFCLs for protection of an electric power systems with 
DGs. An EM-based method is proposed to select the weight for 
each criterion and is used in conjunction with scenario 
optimization to sequentially solve the scenario subproblem and 
the tracking problem in the multi-criteria SFCL placement 
problem. The numerical results show that SFCL placement 
determined by the proposed method can help reduce the fault 
current to within the breaking capacity of the protective devices 
while meeting the CTI requirements of the relays. 

 



TABLE I.  COMPARISON OF CTIS OBTAINED FROM CASE I, CASE II AND CASE III 

CT 

ratio 

Relay  

Num. 
I load (A) 1.3×I load PS ps I0 Isc I/I0 

1250 1 1245.841558 1619.594026 129.5675221 150 1875 10242.81759 5.462836046 

600 2 598.3033114 777.7943048 129.6323841 150 900 14146.14782 15.71794202 

600 3 588.3069429 764.7990258 127.4665043 150 900 16519.27266 18.3547474 

450 4 449.4297758 584.2587086 129.8352686 150 675 17122.36281 25.36646342 

350 5 333.3054491 433.2970839 123.7991668 125 437.5 17179.31918 39.26701528 

200 6 197.4981189 256.7475546 128.3737773 150 300 11014.87532 36.71625108 

550 7 519.413056 675.2369729 122.7703587 125 687.5 8152.968564 11.85886337 

300 8 282.3769205 367.0899966 122.3633322 125 375 11046.0552 29.45614721 

150 9 138.4584388 179.9959704 119.9973136 125 187.5 11480.27434 61.22812981 

400 10 369.7052342 480.6168044 120.1542011 125 500 10012.11068 20.02422135 

100 11 63.80355528 82.94462187 82.94462187 100 100 10822.20594 108.2220594 

100 12 63.95919183 83.14694938 83.14694938 100 100 11395.62008 113.9562008 

150 13 149.7878226 194.7241694 129.8161129 150 225 11297.8305 50.21257999 

150 14 134.9624352 175.4511657 116.9674438 125 187.5 4532.570346 24.17370851 

250 15 225.884152 293.6493976 117.4597591 125 312.5 5623.667416 17.99573573 

100 16 53.32323843 69.32020996 69.32020996 75 75 4762.723707 63.50298276 

100 17 80.04061976 104.0528057 104.0528057 125 125 5129.045171 41.03236137 

50 18 32.664598 42.4639774 84.92795479 100 50 3100.769907 62.01539813 

50 19 14.11416272 18.34841153 36.69682306 50 25 2148.210011 85.92840042 

50 20 47.00394058 61.10512275 122.2102455 125 62.5 4345.56986 69.52911776 

1250 21 1245.841558 1619.594026 129.5675221 150 1875 14348.25142 7.652400759 

600 22 598.3033114 777.7943048 129.6323841 150 900 10238.263 11.37584778 

600 23 588.3069429 764.7990258 127.4665043 150 900 10790.92208 11.98991342 

450 24 449.4297758 584.2587086 129.8352686 150 675 10134.60621 15.01423143 

350 25 333.3054491 433.2970839 123.7991668 125 437.5 9900.682261 22.63013088 

200 26 197.4981189 256.7475546 128.3737773 150 300 10002.51593 33.34171977 

550 27 519.413056 675.2369729 122.7703587 125 687.5 7709.673761 11.21407092 

300 28 282.3769205 367.0899966 122.3633322 125 375 4884.230669 13.02461512 

150 29 138.4584388 179.9959704 119.9973136 125 187.5 4748.077629 25.32308069 

400 30 369.7052342 480.6168044 120.1542011 125 500 9455.268021 18.91053604 

100 31 63.80355528 82.94462187 82.94462187 100 100 1674.743116 16.74743116 

100 32 63.95919183 83.14694938 83.14694938 100 100 1518.988241 15.18988241 

150 33 149.7878226 194.7241694 129.8161129 150 225 1764.579496 7.842575536 

150 34 134.9624352 175.4511657 116.9674438 125 187.5 8222.554901 43.85362614 

250 35 225.884152 293.6493976 117.4597591 125 312.5 2937.326069 9.39944342 

100 36 53.32323843 69.32020996 69.32020996 75 75 1542.168588 20.56224785 

100 37 80.04061976 104.0528057 104.0528057 125 125 1381.979459 11.05583567 

50 38 32.664598 42.4639774 84.92795479 100 50 2749.954408 54.99908816 

50 39 14.11416272 18.34841153 36.69682306 50 25 4346.88635 173.875454 

50 40 47.00394058 61.10512275 122.2102455 125 62.5 1772.301914 28.35683062 
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